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Abstract. New genomic technologies can help farmers to (1) achieve higher annual rates of genetic gain through using
genomically tested bulls in their herds, (2) select for ‘difficult’ tomeasure traits, such as feed conversion efficiency, methane
emissions and energy balance, (3) select the best heifers to become herd replacements, (4) sell pedigree heifers at a premium,
(5) use mating plans to optimise rates of genetic gain while controlling inbreeding, (6) achieve certainty in parentage of
individual cows and (7) avoid genetic defects that could arise from mating cows to bulls that are known carriers of genetic
diseases that are the result of a single lethal mutation. The first use does not require genotyping females and could
approximately double the net income per cow that arises due to genetic improvement, mainly through a reduction in
generation interval. On the basis of current rates of genetic gain, the net profit from using genotyped bulls could beworthAU
$20/cow per year and is permanent and cumulative. One of the most powerful uses of genomic selection is to select for
economically important, yet difficult- or expensive-to-measure traits, such as residual feed intake or energy balance.
Provided the accuracy of genomic breeding values is high enough (i.e. correlation between the true and estimated breeding
values), these traits lend themselves well to genomic selection. For selecting replacement heifers, if genotyping costs are
AU$50/cow, the net profit of genotyping 40 heifers to select the top 20 as replacements (per 100 cows) would be worth
approximatelyAU$41 per cow.However, using parent average estimated breeding-value information is free and can already
be used to select replacement heifers. So, genotyping costs would need to be very low to be more profitable than selecting
on parent average estimated breeding value. However, extra value from genotyping can also be captured by using other
strategies. For example, mating plans that use genomic relationships rather than pedigree relationships to capture inbreeding
are superior in terms of reducing progeny inbreeding at a desired level of genetic gain, although pedigree does an adequate
job. So, again, the benefits of genotyping are small (<AU$10). Ascertainment of pedigree is an additional use of genotyping
and is potentially worth ~AU$30 per cow. Avoidance of genetic diseases and selling of pedigree heifers have a value that
should be estimated case-by-case. Because genotyping costs continue to fall, it may become increasingly popular to capture
the extra value from genotyping females.
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Introduction

Genomic selection refers to selection decisions based on genomic
breeding values (GEBV). The GEBVs are calculated as the sum
of the effects of dense genetic markers that are approximately
equally spaced across the entire genome, thereby potentially
capturing most of the quantitative trait loci that contribute to
variation in a trait.

The application of genomic selection to dairy cows has
enabled breeding companies to redesign their breeding
schemes (Pryce and Daetwyler 2012). More than two times the
rate of genetic gain achieved through conventional progeny
testing is feasible if bulls are used at a young age and large
numbers of young bulls are screened (de Roos et al. 2011).
However, other potential applications of genomics in dairy
herds have been less well studied. It may be economically
worthwhile for dairy farmers to invest in whole or partial herd
low-density genotyping. Examples could include confirming
parentage, selecting the best heifer calves born to keep as herd

replacements, managing genetic defects and selling high-value
pedigree stock.

The aim of the present review is to assess the potential value of
genomic technology to dairy farmers.

Selection of sires

Under conventional progeny-testing schemes, farmers have a
choice of purchasing semen from (1) young bulls that have
entered progeny-testing (where the Australian breeding value,
is a parent average with a reliability of ~30–35%), (2) 1st-proof
sireswith 50–100daughters (typical reliabilities are 80–85%) and
(3) proven 2nd-crop sires with 100s to 1000s of daughters and
reliabilities of 90–99%. The reliability is the squared correlation
between the true breeding value and the estimated breeding value.
Therefore, a reliability of 99% is very close to the true breeding
value. Reliabilities of milk-production traits evaluated using
genomic selection and recently surveyed (April 2011) are
currently ~60% (Pryce and Daetwyler 2012). For a trait with a
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heritability of 0.3, a reliability of 60% is approximately the
same as proof based on phenotypes from 20 daughters.

Reducing risk from using young bulls with genomic
estimated breeding values

The number of bulls selected for use (through artificial
insemination) in a herd is primarily a function of the number
of cows in that herd. A herd of 100 cows may choose a group of
five proven bulls (1st proof). To obtain the same group or team
reliabilities for genomically evaluated young bulls, more young
bullswould need to be used.The reliability of a groupof unrelated
sires can be calculated as follows:

1� ð1� relÞ=n;
where rel is the individual reliability of bulls and n is the number
of bulls in the group. The assumption that sires are unrelated is
not strictly correct; in the majority of cases, many sires in a group
will have common ancestry. Therefore, this is an upper limit of
‘group’ reliability.Using this equation, a groupof10genomically
tested sires with reliabilities of 60% have a collective reliability
that is similar to the collective reliability of a group of five first-
proof bulls with individual reliabilities of 80% (96% group
reliability). Therefore, the 95% confidence interval around the
mean of this example of 10 bulls with genomic evaluations and
five with first proofs is about the same.

In addition to using a larger group of genomically tested bulls,
compared with proven bulls to mitigate the risks associated with
lower reliabilities of individual bulls, another strategy is using
a mixture of proven and genomically tested bulls. However,
as countries switch from progeny-testing to solely genomic
selection (as is the case in France; Boichard et al. 2010), then
bigger bull groups will probably become the accepted norm
until the reliabilities achieved in genomic selection match the
reliabilities of bulls that are progeny-tested (80–85%).

The new genomic era could revolutionise the way bulls are
selected and used, but this does not mean that data collected
on-farm (traditionally through progeny-testing) become less
important. At the current marker densities (~50 000 single-
nucleotide polymorphisms, SNPs), the prediction of GEBVs
using associations between SNP data and phenotypes in a
reference population of bulls needs to be continuously
updated, otherwise the reliability of the GEBV erodes rapidly
over generations due to the decay of genetic relationships
between the reference and validation populations (e.g. Habier
et al. 2007). Because fewer bulls are likely to be progeny-tested,
it is likely that genotyped females will play an important role
in updating future reference populations through providing
phenotypes on important traits such as milk production, health,
fertility, survival and type.

Selecting for difficult to measure traits

One of themost powerful uses of genomic selection is to select for
economically important, yet difficult- or expensive-to-measure
traits. Provided the accuracy of GEBVs is high enough (i.e.
correlation between the true breeding value and GEBV), these
traits lend themselves well to genomic selection.

Examples include traits related to feed intake, such as energy
balance and residual feed intake and some measures of fertility,

such as commencement of luteal activity. Residual feed intake
(RFI) is the difference between the actual (measured) feed intake
and the predicted feed requirements, based on liveweight, growth
rate and level of milk production (for lactating cows). It is
important because feed is a major component of on-farm costs.
Recently, Pryce et al. (2012a) reported a cross-validation study
of 2000 6-month-old heifers from Australia and New Zealand
to predict the accuracy of RFI by using genomic selection and
assessed using cross-validation. All heifers were genotyped
with the Illumina high-density bovine SNP chip (Ilumina Inc.,
San Diego, CA, USA) and had detailed phenotypes on feed
intake and liveweight, enabling RFI to be calculated. The
average accuracy was 0.37 in Australian heifers and 0.31 in
New Zealand heifers. Hayes et al. (2011) demonstrated that at
this accuracy, including RFI in the Australian profit ranking
(APR), and selection for the index, with DNA marker-derived
breeding values for RFI, would improve the rate of annual gain
for profitability by 3.8%.

Selection to improve ‘difficult’ traits is often hampered by the
cost of measurement and, as a consequence, they are generally
available only on small numbers of animals. Optimal strategies to
collect the phenotypes and genotypes for these traits are required
if they are to be incorporated in future breeding objectives. One
way in which this can be done is to set up dedicated resource
populations in which the phenotypes are collected. Alternatively,
there may be opportunities for research organisations to combine
data on genotypes and comparable phenotypes.

Genotyping females

With the availability of low-density SNP panels, there is an
opportunity for farmers to genotype their own cows. But, is
this economically worthwhile?

Selecting replacements

One use of genotyping is to identify the best heifers to become
replacements. The benefit is the dollar advantage (i.e. APR) of
the heifers that are selected using genomic selection, compared
with the average APR of the whole group. APR is a selection
index that measures net farm profit and includes milk, fat and
protein yields, survival, fertility, somatic cell count, liveweight,
temperament and milking speed. The standard deviation (s.d.)
of APR (SD_APR) within the Holstein breed is AU$80.4
(Australian Dairy Herd Improvement Scheme 2010). It should
be noted that within a herd, the SD_APR is likely to be lower than
that across the whole population of dairy bulls.

The net profit advantage of a selected group of heifers can be
calculated using an adaptation of the breeder’s equation (e.g.
Falconer and Mackay 1996), as follows:

SI · rel · SDAPR;

where SI is the selection intensity calculated from the proportion
of heifers selected and rel is the individual reliability of bulls.
To calculate SI, we assumed a range of replacement heifers
(replacements) and heifers available for selection (candidates).
The candidate heifers available ranged between 20 and 50 per 100
cows and the replacement rates varied between 15%and30%.So,
an example is selecting the best 15 heifers of 20 candidates. The
cost of genotyping was assumed to be AU$5, AU$50 and AU
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$100. The cost of genotyping was spread across the number of
replacements. Therefore, a herd that genotyped a large number of
candidate heifers to select a low number of replacements had a
large per-replacement genotyping cost.

Two scenarios were tested, one where there was no previous
selection strategy (i.e. replacements were selected at random).
The other scenario was where selection using genotyping was
compared with selection using parent average APR. The only
difference between parent average and genomic selection is that
replacements would be selected with higher-reliability breeding
values using genomic selection. Costs associated with rearing
were not included in the calculations, because it was assumed that
having a genomic test did not affect when surplus heifers were
sold.

At current genotyping costs (AU$100/heifer), the dollar
benefit of genotyping solely as a tool to select replacements
was not worthwhile (Table 1). If the cost of genotyping was
AU$50, then there was an advantage in genotyping
(Table 2). However, this advantage was only in the scenario
where selection was compared with no previous selection. If
animalswere chosenon the basis of their parent average estimated
breeding value for APR, then the advantage of genotyping above
that was not sufficient to make it profitable. If the cost of
genotyping was AU$5, then genotyping became profitable in
both scenarios (Table 3). The biggest advantagewaswhen a large
number of candidates were genotyped for relatively few
replacements, i.e. genotyping 50 candidate heifers to select the
best 15 generates AU$43 profit per replacement over selection on
parent average. This very high selection intensitymay be feasible
if sexed semenandheifers to breedheifers are used in thebreeding
plan.

Marketing pedigree heifers

The situation is different where genotyping of females is used as a
marketing tool, especially for pedigree heifers. Using genomics,
the reliability of a heifer’s breeding values at birth can be as high
as 60%, which is equivalent to a cow with three or four lactation
records, and much higher than a heifer’s reliability without
genomic selection (which is ~30%, depending on trait). An

approximation of reliability can be calculated as a function of
the number of records and heritability of a trait (e.g. Cameron
1997), as follows:

n=nþ l;

where n is the number of records and l is 1 – h2/h2, where h2 is the
heritability of the trait.

Genotyping young heifers will help alleviate concerns over
preferential treatment, because the genomic part of the breeding
value should be less biased than the part derived from pedigree
relationships. This could see either positive implications for
pedigree sale prices of genotyped heifers and/or embryos, or
simply that genotyping of sale heifers becomes the norm.

Mating plans

Control of inbreeding levels inprogenycanbe implementedusing
mate allocation (Kinghorn 1998). Mate allocation can be
considered independently of mate selection, if all candidates

Table 1. The net profit of genotyping candidate heifers to become herd
replacements per 100 heifers when the cost of genotyping is AU$100/test

APR, Australian profit ranking

No. of candidates Replacement rate
15% 20% 25% 30%

Ignoring selection on parent average APR
20 –AU$58.40
25 –AU$52.80 –AU$63.11
30 –AU$58.90 –AU$53.55 –AU$66.98
40 –AU$87.84 –AU$58.90 –AU$52.71 –AU$58.40
50 –AU$128.38 –AU$79.19 –AU$58.90 –AU$52.80

The extra benefit of genomic selection above parent average
20 –AU$111.39
25 –AU$158.67 –AU$106.87
30 –AU$158.67 –AU$121.75 –AU$104.47
40 –AU$214.29 –AU$158.67 –AU$128.57 –AU$111.39
50 –AU$273.30 –AU$199.97 –AU$158.67 –AU$133.31

Table 2. The net profit of genotyping candidate heifers to become herd
replacements per 100 heifers when the cost of genotyping is AU$50/test

APR, Australian profit ranking

No. of candidates Replacement rate
15% 20% 25% 30%

Ignoring selection on parent average APR
20 AU$8.26
25 AU$30.54 –AU$0.61
30 AU$41.10 AU$21.45 –AU$6.98
40 AU$45.49 AU$41.10 AU$27.29 AU$8.26
50 AU$38.29 AU$45.81 AU$41.10 AU$30.54

The extra benefit of genomic selection above parent average
20 –AU$44.72
25 –AU$49.98 –AU$44.37
30 –AU$58.67 –AU$46.75 –AU$44.47
40 –AU$80.96 –AU$58.67 –AU$48.57 –AU$44.72
50 –AU$106.64 –AU$74.97 –AU$58.67 –AU$49.98

Table 3. The net profit of genotyping candidate heifers to become herd
replacements per 100 heifers when the cost of genotyping is AU$5/test

APR, Australian profit ranking

No. of candidates Replacement rate
15% 20% 25% 30%

Ignoring selection on parent average APR
20 AU$68.26
25 AU$105.54 AU$55.64
30 AU$134.10 AU$88.95 AU$47.02
40 AU$165.49 AU$131.10 AU$99.29 AU$68.26
50 AU$188.29 AU$158.31 AU$131.10 AU$105.54

The extra benefit of genomic selection above parent average
20 AU$15.28
25 AU$25.02 AU$11.88
30 AU$31.33 AU$20.75 AU$9.53
40 AU$39.04 AU$31.33 AU$23.43 AU$15.28
50 AU$43.36 AU$37.53 AU$31.33 AU$25.02
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are to bemated; this is often the case formodern dairy herds. Poor
fertility and the requirement tomaintain compact calving patterns
mean that often all available females are included in the mating
plan. For large herds in particular,matingplans could help resolve
the choice of sires tomate to cows in anoptimalway.The idea is to
maximise a specific breeding objective while constraining
inbreeding in the progeny (Kinghorn 1998). Inbreeding affects
profitability by adversely affecting traits related to fitness and
production (Smith et al. 1998). On the basis of Australian data,
Man (2004) calculated that the cost of inbreeding was 3.1 APR
units per 1% increase in inbreeding. Smith et al. (1998) calculated
that the cost of inbreeding over a cow’s lifetimewasAU$24 in the
USA, which Haile-Mariam et al. (2007) converted to an APR
equivalent to $8.5 per 1% increase in inbreeding.

Traditionally pedigree relationships have been used to control
inbreeding in mating plans. However, the genomic relationship
matrix can be used instead (Sonesson et al. 2010; Pryce et al.
2012b). Sonesson et al. (2010) demonstrated that under genomic
selection, controlling inbreeding using either pedigree or the
genomic relationship matrix was effective. However, when
inbreeding was controlled using pedigree relationships, the
rate of genomic inbreeding was three times greater than when
inbreeding was controlled using genomic relationships.

Pryceet al. (2012b) showed that controlling inbreedingusinga
genomic relationship matrix could reduce the rate of inbreeding
by1–2%,with very little loss in genetic gain inAPR (less thanAU
$0.70). This reduction in inbreeding is worth between AU$4.96
and AU$9.71. However, pedigree did a reasonably good job as
well, reducing inbreeding by around half the amount of
genomically controlled inbreeding when both pedigree and
genomically controlled inbreeding were assessed on the
genomic scale. As pedigree is ‘free’, the value of controlling
inbreeding using genomic relationships rather than pedigree
relationships is small and by itself does not justify genotyping
females.

For farmers using large groups of genomically tested sires, it
may be difficult tomanuallywork outwhich cow tomate towhich
bull, i.e. avoidingmatingsbetween relatives.This couldmean that
computerised mating plans become more common. However, it
seems likely that, in the short term, only part of the herd is likely to
be genotyped. One strategy is to replace part of the pedigree
relationshipmatrixwith genomic relationships (e.g. Legarra et al.
2009). So pedigree only is used for some of the relationships and
genomic relationships are used between bulls and cows where
available.

Parentage verification

Genomic tools to verify the paternity of calves are now available,
with 100% certainty whenmore than 300 SNPs are genotyped on
an animal and its sire (Hayes 2011). A calf can also be assigned
to its dam provided the dam has also been genotyped. Using
genotyping to resolve parentage may be particularly useful for
herds with large numbers of calves being born over relatively
short periods,where it is often logistically not possible toworkout
the sire and dam of a calf. The value of this is likely to be in
reducing stress and reliance on staff around calving when a lot of
calves are born over a short-period. Currently, Holstein Australia
uses a service provided by the University of Queensland to verify

parentage. The procedure uses 22 microsatellites and costs AU
$36.30 (MatthewShaffer, pers. comm., 2011). Aswith SNP data,
both parents need to have microsatellites for full parentage
verification.

Avoiding deleterious recessive alleles

Examples of single-gene diseases in dairy cattle include bovine
leukocyte adhesion deficiency, which is a disease that affects the
white blood cells and where affected calves are likely to suffer
from bacterial infections. The mutation is believed to be a DNA-
sequence change of A (adenine) to G (guanine) at position 383 of
theCD18 gene (Shuster et al. 1992; Tajima et al. 1993). Complex
vertebralmalformation is a recessive deleteriousmutation disease
that results in stillborn or aborted fetuses. The mutation is in the
SLC35A3 gene (Thomsen et al. 2006) at position 539 (guanine to
adenine). Both of these diseases can be avoided by not mating
known carriers to each other.

SNP data can be used to avoid mating known male carriers
to females carrying SNP alleles that are in high linkage
disequilibrium with genetic diseases that arise from single
mutations, although it is better to have a genetic test for the
actual mutation and these tests are available for both complex
vertebral malformation and bovine leukocyte adhesion
deficiency. Again, a computerised mating plan can be used to
make sure that matings between carriers is avoided. In addition,
genomic data should help us find future single-mutation genetic
diseases that arise in dairy populations.

Conclusions

The benefits to a dairy herd of using semen from large groups of
young bulls selected on the basis of GEBVs are large, with much
higher ratesofgenetic gainbeingachievable, potentiallydoubling
the net returns fromgenetic improvement.Conversely, the benefit
of genotyping females is less certain at the commercial farm level.
However, as genotyping costs reduce for low-density SNP chips,
the prospect of using this technology on commercial dairy farms
becomes increasingly attractive. Especially, if genotyping is used
for several strategies, such as mating plans to control inbreeding,
select the best replacements and parentage verification. The
situation is different for pedigree breeders who may realise
better sale prices from genotyped high genetic-merit heifers.
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